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Collision-induced absorption in the n2 fundamental band of CH 4.
I. Determination of the quadrupole transition moment
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An experimental value for the quadrupole transition moment of then2 fundamental band of CH4 has
been determined by fitting the collision-induced enhancement spectrum of CH4 with Ar as the
perturber. The observed quadrupole-induced absorption increases linearly with the Ar density,rAr ,
and is comparable to the allowed dipole intensity due to Coriolis interaction with then4 band at
approximately 125 amagats. Ignoring vibration-rotation interaction and Coriolis interaction,, we
equate the measured slope of the integrated intensity versusrAr to the theoretical expression for the
quadrupole-induced absorption, and obtain the valueu^0uQun2&u50.445 ea0

2 for the quadrupole
transition matrix element. A theoretical value^0uQun2&50.478 ea0

2 has been determined by
large-scaleab initio calculations and, considering both the theoretical approximations and
experimental uncertainties, we regard the agreement as good, thus confirming our interpretation of
the enhancement as due to the quadrupole collision-induced mechanism. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1408915#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The infrared absorption by CH4 is important in many
applications, from combustion studies to planetary atm
spheres. As a consequence, there exists in the literatu
large number of papers on the various infrared~IR! and Ra-
man bands of pure methane and methane–pertu
mixtures.1 Many of these works were carried out at low de
sities, but there also exist a number of studies of allowed
collision-induced absorption ~CIA!, mainly in the
translation–rotation region,2,3 carried out using large per
turber pressures.

More recently, in a series of four papers,4–7 Pieroniet al.
have carried out systematic studies of a number of Ram
and IR transitions using both rare gases and N2 as perturbers
over a large range of densities and temperatures in orde
investigate the role of line mixing.8 Using a model for the
construction of the relaxation matrix starting from state-
state rates calculated by a semiclassical approach, they
able to obtain good agreement between theory and exp
ment for then3 fundamental and the RamanQ branch of the
n1 band. In the most recent paper of the series,7 they pre-
sented new experimental spectra in then4 and n2 spectral
region ~1200–2000 cm21) and compared these results wi
their line-mixing model without introducing any addition
parameters. For then4 region, very good agreement was o
tained for CH4 –N2 mixtures up to 300 amagat of N2. In the
8850021-9606/2001/115(19)/8852/6/$18.00
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n2 region, satisfactory agreement was obtained for small2

densities, but as the density was increased, they observe
appearance of a broad additional absorption beneath th
lowedn2 lines; this enhancement increased linearly with p
turber density and was comparable to the Coriolis-allow
intensity at approximately 125 amagat. No similar chang
with He as the perturber was seen even at higher densit7

The physical origin of the enhancement was unclear,
three possible mechanisms were proposed:7 the far wings of
the strongern4 band, the formation of CH4–X complexes
~X5He, Ar, or N2!, and collision-induced absorption.9 The
first mechanism was considered unlikely because of the g
agreement in the high-frequency wing of then4 band.7 The
second possible mechanism is consistent with the absen
the enhancement with He, because the potential well in
case is very shallow. Furthermore, if the anisotropic inter
tion were small so that the molecules could rotate freely
the complex, the resulting dimer spectrum would appea
the same spectral region; except for bound–bound transit
~expected to be weak at room temperature!, the dimer tran-
sitions would be broad and the resulting absorption would
similar to the CIA resulting from free–free transitions in
colliding pair. With N2 as the perturber, there would be CI
from the induced dipole moment arising from the quadrup
moment of N2 and the anisotropic polarizability of CH4; this
could appear in then2 region because this fundamental
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Raman active. However, this mechanism would not
present if the perturber were a rare gas. This is consis
with the observations with He, but inconsistent wi
previous10 and the present more accurate results with Ar.
fact, both Ar and N2 have comparable enhancements a
other, more polarizable gases have larger enhancements11

Another possible CIA mechanism is due to the dipo
induced dipole, where the~small Coriolis-allowed! dipole of
methane would interact with both the isotropic polarizabil
~a! of Ar or N2 producing ‘‘single transitions’’ or with the
anisotropic polarizability~g! of N2 producing ‘‘double tran-
sitions.’’ However, a calculation of this latter effect results
an absorption that is too weak to explain the observed
sults.

In the present article, we propose another collisio
induced dipole mechanism, namely, the vibrating quadrup
of CH4 interacting with the polarizability of the perturbe
This mechanism would be present for absorption in then2

region, even in the absence of Coriolis interaction, beca
this band is also quadrupole-allowed; that is, there is a n
vanishing quadrupole transition matrix element between
ground andn2 vibrational states. This mechanism is cons
tent with the fact that CH4–Ar and CH4–N2 have compa-
rable enhancements since both perturbers have compa
values ofa, whereas the absorption would be much sma
for CH4–He due to its smaller polarizability.

In the present article, we will concentrate on the simpl
case of CH4–Ar. By equating the slope of the experimenta
determined integrated intensity in the spectral range 14
2000 cm21 versus the densityrAr to the theoretical result
calculated assuming no vibration–rotation interaction or C
riolis interaction, we can obtain a value for the magnitude
the ^0uQun2& transition moment, which is the only unknow
quantity. This transition moment would be very difficult
obtain experimentally, for example, from intensity measu
ments of the allowed quadrupole spectrum because of
weakness of the quadrupole transitions and the complicat
arising from the Coriolis interaction. To the best of o
knowledge, noab initio value of ^0uQun2& has been pub-
lished heretofore, so we have carried out extensive calc
tions for comparison with the experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements have been made with the experim
tal apparatus and procedures described in Refs. 4–7. A
cm long cell capable of withstanding pressures up to 400
is used together with a Fourier transform spectrometer.
the Ar measurements, mixtures of approximately 1.5 atm
CH4 with 380 atm of Ar have been used. Spectra are th
recorded starting from this sample and then lowering
total pressure of the mixture. The recordings cover
1000–6500 cm21 spectral range, thus they extend over t
n2 band, but also include transitions belonging to then3

1n4 ~4000–4700 cm21! and 2n3 ~5500–6200 cm21! bands.
The latter are used for a check of the amounts of CH4 in the
mixture from a determination of the associated integra
intensities using theHITRAN database.12 Typical spectra for
various densities in then2 spectral region are plotted i
Fig. 1. They show a behavior similar to that observed
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CH4–N2 spectra;7 i.e., the growth of a background absor
tion below the Coriolis-allowedn2 absorption with increas-
ing perturber density. The integrated absorption coeffici
between 1410 and 2000 cm21 divided by rCH4

is plotted
versusrAr and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The results
similar to those obtained for CH4–N2 mixtures.7 We note that
the intercept is in good agreement with that obtained for
allowed transition in this region calculated using theHITRAN

data.

III. THEORY

A. Collision-induced absorption

In this section, we will review briefly the theoretical ca
culation of the integrated intensity of the CIAn2 band for

FIG. 1. Typical results fora(v)/rCH4
in cm21/agt vsv in cm21 for increas-

ing values ofrAr in the n2 spectral region.

FIG. 2. The integrated absorption coefficient between 1410 and 2000 c21

divided byrCH4
in cm22/agt plotted vsrAr .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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CH4–Ar mixtures. From the work of Poll and
co-workers,13,14 one can obtain the following expression f
the slope of the integrated intensity versus the density o
in units of cm22/agt2:

1/rArrCH4
E a~v!dv5~4p2/3!aFn0

2a0
5 (

c,J,J8
v0J,n2J8

3PJC~JlJ8;00!2^BC~R!2&.

~1!

In this expression,rAr andrCH4
are the densities in amaga

a~v! is the absorption coefficient in cm21 at frequency
v ~cm21) and the integral is taken over the extent of then2

band from approximately 1410 to 2000 cm21, aF is the fine
structure constant,n0 is the number density at standard tem
perature and pressure,a0 is the Bohr radius,v0J,n2J8 are the
methane vibration-rotation frequencies, andC(JlJ8;00) is a
Clebsch–Gordan coefficient. As in previous studies
methane,14 we ignore the slight dependence on the other
tational quantum numbers. In general, the indexc represents
the set of numbers needed to specify the induced-dipole
ment components, but in the present case we consider
one mechanism: the isotropic quadrupole induction hav
l52, although there are two components corresponding
the doubly degeneraten2 state. The functionB(R) is the
matrix element of this component which is given by15

B~R!5A3aAr^0JuQun2J8&/R4, ~2!

where aAr is the polarizability of Ar, ^0JuQun2J8& is the
quadrupole moment matrix element of CH4, and R is the
distance between the argon atom and the center of mas
CH4, all in atomic units. The angular brackets indicate t
dimensionless average

^B~R!2&54pE
0

`

g~r !B~r !2R2 dR

53aAr
2 ^0JuQun2J8&2I ~6!. ~3!

I (6) is a dimensionless integral that can be written in ter
of x[R/a0 as

I ~6!54pE
0

`

exp„2Viso~x!/kT)x26 dx, ~4!

in which we have approximated the pair distribution fun
tion, g(R), by the classical limit, exp„2Viso(x)/kT…, where
Viso(x) is the isotropic interaction potential between Ar a
CH4. The PJ are the normalized Boltzmann factors

PJ5
gJ exp~2Erot /kT!

SJgJ exp~2Erot /kT!
, ~5!

where the statistical weightsgJ are taken from Herzberg.16

Both the rotational energy levels in the ground state and
quadrupole transition frequencies,v0J,n2J8, are calculated
using the rotational constants,B055.24 cm21 and Bn2

>5.24 cm21, and the n2 band-center frequency,v00

51533.3 cm21.
Using Eqs.~3! and ~4! in Eq. ~1!, we can write
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1/rArrCH4
E a~v! dv

54p2aFn0
2a0

5aAr
2 I ~6!(

J,J8
v0J,n2J8PJC~J2J8;00!2

3^0JuQun2J8&2. ~6!

The integralI (6) was calculated usingViso(x) from experi-
mental differential cross-section measurements;17 the value
we obtained is 3.3831024. If we ignore the smallJ depen-
dence of the quadrupole transition moment, we can carry
the summations overJ andJ8 (5J22, J, andJ12 for the
O, Q, andS branches, respectively! and we obtain

1/rArrCH4
E a~v! dv55.5531022

3^0uQun2&
2 cm22/agt2. ~7!

Equating this to the experimental slope~0.01160.001!
cm22/agt2 from Fig. 2, we obtain for the absolute magnitud
of the quadrupole transition moment the valueu^0uQun2&u
50.445 ea0

2. We note that because a small fraction of t
allowed intensity of then2 band lies outside of the range o
integration ~mostly under the strongn4 band!, one would
expect some of the collision-induced absorption also to oc
outside the range. Therefore, one should regard the exp
mental value 0.445ea0

2 as a lower limit.

B. Ab initio calculations

The traceless electric quadrupole moment tensorQ of a
molecule with a clamped nuclear geometry can be written
atomic units as18

Q5
1

2 (
a

N

Za~3r̄ ar̄ a2 r̄ a
2I !

2
1

2 ( ^c0u(
i

n

~3r̄ i r̄ i2 r̄ i
2I !uc0&, ~8!

where r̄ a and r̄ i refer to vector positions of nuclei and ele
trons, respectively,Za is the atomic number of nucleusa, and
I is the unit tensor. The two terms in~8! correspond to the
contributions of theN nuclei andn electrons, respectively
and the latter contribution is averaged over the Bor
Oppenheimer ground state electronic wave functionc0. The
tensorQ depends explicitly on the internal degrees of fre
dom of the nuclei$q1 ,q2 ,...,q3N26% and thus defines a hy
persurface in this 3N26 vector space. The vibrational ma
trix elements are defined by

Qv,v95^v9uQ~q1 ,q2 ,...,q3N26!uv8&, ~9!

where the diagonal elements are the expectation values o
quadrupole in a given vibrational state, and the off-diago
elements are the transition moments. The calculation of~9! is
usually carried out19 by expandingQ around the equilibrium
geometry in a Taylor series in terms of the vibrational co
dinatesqk :
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 13 D
TABLE I. Equilibrium geometry of methane~in Å! and normalized normal Cartesian displacementsq2a andq2b

~in u1/2 Å! in the body-fixed axis system~from CMRCI/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations!.

Atoms

Equilibrium geometry q2a q2b

X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0.629 46 0.629 46 0.629 4620.2034 20.2034 0.4068 0.3523 20.3523 0
H 20.629 46 20.629 46 0.629 46 0.2034 0.2034 0.406820.3523 0.3523 0
H 0.629 46 20.629 46 20.629 46 20.2034 0.2034 20.4068 0.3523 0.3523 0
H 20.629 46 0.629 46 20.629 46 0.2034 20.2034 20.4068 20.3523 20.3523 0
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Q5Q~0!1 (
k51

3N26

Q~1!qk1 (
k51

3N26

(
k851

3N26

Q~k,k8!qkqk81...,

~10!

whereQ(0) is the value of the quadrupole at equilibrium a
the quantitiesQ(k),Q(k,k8),... are the successive derivativ
with respect toqk ,qk8,... calculated at equilibrium. Note tha
expansion ~10! applies to each componentQab (a,b
5X,Y or Z! of the quadrupole tensor.

We have calculated, using large-scaleab initio methods,
the transition moments~9! of methane corresponding to th
transition from the ground to then2 vibrational mode. Two
matrix elements have been calculated

Q~a!5^0uQun2a& ~11a!

and

Q~b!5^0uQun2b&, ~11b!

where the indicesa andb refer to the twofold degeneracy o
then2 mode which transforms as theE symmetry species o
point groupTd .

The double harmonic approximation~mechanical and
electrical! has been assumed in the calculations; this me
that the vibrational wave functions in~9! are approximated
by uncoupled harmonic oscillators and that the series in~10!
is truncated after the linear terms. The transition mome
~11a! and~11b! thus reduce to the following one-dimension
expression in the mass-weighted normal coordinateq2p:

^0uQun2p&5Q~2p!^0uq2pun2p&5~h/8p2cv2!I 1/2Q~2p!,
~12!

whereq2p denotes the normal coordinatesq2a or q2b , and
v2 is the harmonic frequency of then2 mode. The nonvan-
ishing rule applied toTd predicts that matrix elements~11!
are nonzero only for theE symmetry components of th
quadrupole, namely

~2QZZ2QXX2QYY! and ~QXX2QYY!. ~13!

A high level of ab initio theory has been adopted in th
calculations in order to describe accurately the changes in
charge distribution occurring with the vibrational motion. A
calculations were performed with the programMOLPRO20 us-
ing the internally contracted multireference configuration
teraction method~CMRCI!21 and the aug-cc-pVTZ basi
set.22 In this approach, all valence orbitals are first optimiz
by a CASSCF calculation.23 All single and double excita-
tions with respect to the multireference CASSCF wave fu
tion are then included in a second step in a large-scale
ec 2001 to 130.160.100.89. Redistribution subject to A
ns

ts

he

-

-
n-

figuration interaction calculation. All valence electrons a
therefore fully correlated. The sizes of the CI matrices
typically of 210 000 configuration state functions (D2 sym-
metry!. The one-electron basis set is of valence triple-z
quality, is correlation consistent, includes polarization fun
tions (3d, 2f , and 3p, 2d on C and H atoms, respec
tively!, and is augmented by diffuse functions (1s, 1p, and
1s on the C and H atoms, respectively!.

The geometry has been first optimized using the q
dratic steepest descent following algorithm.24 The harmonic
frequencies and the corresponding normal modes coordin
were then obtained from the Hessian matrix, calculated
merically at the previously derived equilibrium geometr
The calculated harmonic frequencies are 3021.5, 157
3139.3, and 1354.1 cm21 to be compared to the correspon
ing values derived from experiment:25 3025.5, 1582.7,
3156.8, and 1367.4 cm21. The quadrupole tensor~8! has then
been calculated as a function ofq2a and q2b , over a range
corresponding to60.02u1/2a0 around the equilibrium geom
etry.

Because the quadrupole is the first nonzero electric m
ment induced by the vibrational transition fromv250 to
v251, it follows that its value is independent of the locatio
of the origin of the coordinate system, and that the signs
the different components can be unambiguously determi
from quantum mechanical calculations.18,26For that purpose,
one must specify the orientation and direction of the bo
fixed coordinate system and of the normal Cartesian
placementsq2a andq2b . These data are given in Table I. Th
body-fixed system obeys the general prescription26 for tetra-
hedral symmetry, namely that theX, Y, andZ axes are par-
allel to the edges of a cube containing hydrogen nucle
alternate vertices, with a hydrogen atom occupying the v
tex in the positive octant. The mass-weighted normal co
dinates are normalized and are given in unitsu1/2 Å. The
corresponding displacement vectors can be visualized
shown in Fig. 3. They essentially correspond to HCH be
ing motions that break theTd symmetry into aD2 point-
group symmetry, in which the three C2 rotation axes are col-
linear to the Cartesian axes system. The vibrational mo
obeys the branching ruleE(Td)→2A(D2).

The calculated variations ofQ with respect to both nor-
mal coordinate motions are shown in Fig. 3. Given the ax
symmetry, the quadrupole tensor is diagonal in the molec
axes. One sees that, for both coordinates, the linear term
~10! is valid, at least in the limit of the small amplitud
vibrations considered here. The numerical values of the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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derivativesQ(2a) and Q(2b) and the corresponding quadru
pole transition moments~12! are given in Table II.

One can easily verify that the quadrupole induced by
E vibrational mode obeys the symmetry requirement~13!
and can be described by a single independent scalar qua
Q:

Q5QZZ
~a!522Qxx

~a!522QYY
~a! ~14a!

and

TABLE II. First derivativesQ(2a) andQ(2b) of the quadrupole tensor with
respect toq2a and q2b ~in e a0 u21/2) and quadrupole tensor transitio
moment~in e a0

2!, induced by the vibrational transition fromn250 to 1
~from CMRCI/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations!.

XX YY ZZ

Q(2a) 20.9206 20.9206 1.8412
Q(2b) 1.5946 21.5946 0
^0uQun2a& 20.1805 20.1805 Q50.3610
^0uQun2b& 0.3126 20.3126 0

FIG. 3. Variation of the componentsQab of the electric quadrupole tenso
Eq. ~8!, of methane as a function of the normalized mass-weighted nor
coordinatesq2a andq2b from the CMRCI/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations.
Downloaded 13 Dec 2001 to 130.160.100.89. Redistribution subject to A
e

tity

QZZ
~b!50 and QXX

~b!52QYY
~b!5A3/2Q. ~14b!

The contributions of the nuclei and electrons to the to
value of QZZ

(a) in Eq. ~14a! are calculated to be 0.4477 an
20.0867 ea0

2, respectively. As expected, the contributio
have opposite signs and the electronic term accounts for
proximately 24% of the final value.

As a test, we have also calculated the quadrupole tra
tion moment at the Hartree–Fock/cc-pVTZ level of appro
mation; this is a lower level of theory corresponding to s
nificantly less computational costs. The value obtain
Q50.378ea0

2, is unexpectedly close to the CMCI value.
Because the contributions from the two degenerate

brational states add incoherently, the theoretical values
the transition moment is

u^0uQun2&u th5@Q213Q2/4#1/250.478 ea0
2.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental value of the quadrupole matrix e
ment obtained by fitting the CH4–Ar data~0.445ea0

2! is in
good agreement with ourab initio calculations~0.478ea0

2!,
when one considers both the theoretical approximations
the experimental uncertainty. This leads us to the conclus
that the observed enhancement absorption indeed arises
the quadrupolar induction mechanism considered in
present work. As mentioned previously, the other poss
CIA mechanism for CH4–Ar resulting in absorption in then2

region is that due to the Coriolis-allowed dipole-induced
pole, and an estimation of the slope from this mechan
(331025! is far too weak to account for the observations

The theory presented above is easily generalized in o
to calculate the slope of the enhancement spectra
CH4–X,X5He or Kr, by multiplying the experimenta
result for CH4–Ar ~0.011! by the ratio
@aX

2 I (6)CH42X /aAr
2 I (6)CH4– Ar#. For He the value of this ratio

is 3.231022 and, thus, the small value of the slope f
CH4–He is consistent with the experimental observation7

We can also generalize the theory to calculate the co
sponding results for CH4–X2, whereX2 could be N2 or H2,
and for CH4–CO2 for which there are experimental data.7,11

These systems are of importance in the atmospheres o
outer planets and Venus.27 This generalization requires thre
additional anisotropic quadrupole-induced dipole comp
nents of the form15

$^0J1uQX2
u0J18&^0ugCH4

un2&/R
4

6^0J1ugX2
u0J18&^0uQCH4

un2&/R
4%2. ~15!

The matrix elementu^0ugCH4
un2&u is available from Raman

measurements28 and is negative.29 The other parameters fo
N2, H2, and CO2 are known. The results of these calcul
tions, along with a discussion of the experimental deta
will be presented elsewhere.11 Suffice it to say that the over
all agreement between theory and experiment leads us to
conclusion that the collision-induced quadrupolar mec
nism is the dominant contribution to the enhancem
spectra.

al
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